INTRODUCTION
The focus of the paper is on the relationship in Nigeria has grown through the platform Submitted: Jul 26, 2016; Reviewed: Aug 3, 2016; Accepted: Aug 11, 2016 of advanced fee fraud which has become so prominent and notorious. The essence for the spread is the absence of coherent cybercrime legislation in the country, the Penal law addresses fraud practices but it does not cover the application of computer devices in the contemporary aspect. In addition, i.e. they are there to engage in the practices of advance fee fraud scams. 4 The discussion on the paper will look into the advanced fee frauds in Nigeria.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Advanced Fee Fraud in Nigeria
The activities of advanced fee fraud 5 is a medium whereby perpetrators traffic emails requesting the addressee to assist them in 3 Ibid, Most counterfeit checks were produced in Nigeria, Canada and India of which a significant number under control of Nigerian AFF. The information indicates that advanced fee fraud is on the rise; the number of the activities keeps on multiplying on a regular basis, notwithstanding the affected number of victims and the loss ensued.
8
The practice in Nigeria is increasing and some were engaged in their mystical ways of practices as a scored advantage.
The perpetrators are classified as a modern name popularly known as 'Yahoo boys'. for spiritual protection to successfully carry out the inhuman act on the one hand and to also charm the potential victim's on the other hand which is the commonest act in their practices.
Cybercrimes in Nigeria
Cybercrime covers different perspective of computer related offences and networks. The provision discusses devices which relate to the offence of advance fee fraud in which event of fraud practices lead to the usage of a machines or device in creating an object for the purpose of committing the offence.
Advanced Fee Fraud Act 2006
The relevance of this law is that the offend- permitting a thing to be done on the understanding that the benefit has been or will be paid for commits an offence under this Act.
51
The Act also provides for the punishment of 48 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria. the purpose of the law is to deals with money laundering matters. The reason is plain that the prosecution counsel has not presented evidence to that effect.
But the reference to page 316 of the record; it is the duty of the respondent to prove that. The Act enjoys telecommunication firm as well as service providers in business to register with the nation financial crime commission and such must be maintained.
59
Such telecom firms are required to submit data in relation to their electronic activities to the commission 60 and further, ensure the services they provided are purely legal. 61 Such shall be in compliance with the Act. 62 It stressed that every person or company is expected to strictly follow the provision of sub-sections. 63 Therefore in the event of liable, such licence shall be deemed to be cancelled. 64 It also provides that the 
Findings
The finding of the paper reveals that ad- The discussion on the offence has been the modern practice though it has its own scope in the past years but has now dominated from every angle due to the application of technology devices. The relevant laws have lightly addressed the offences but to complete the application of the law through the objects and subjects of the substance of the offences, there is the need for coherent cybercrime law in the country. In addition, the Budapest Convention has proven to be of significant use and guide to Nigeria in
